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This study involves an area situated in the Province of Asti: “Langa Astigiana Valle Bormida”.
It is composed of many territories: Rocchetta Palafea, Cassinasco, Loazzolo, Sessame, Bubbio, Cessole, Monastero Bormida, Vesime, Roccaverano, San Giorgio Scarampi, Olmo Gentile, Mombaldone e Serole.

The thesis has the purpose to make a careful study of the territory by an ecological approach.
The work gives instruments to reorganize places with lackes of balance and to protect valuable naturalistic places.
The first part describes instruments I’ve used and datas I’ve studied.
The second part describes the methodology: the landscape is a “structure of signs”.
This definition allowed to analyze the place in different ways, (geographical, naturalistic, hidrographic), using different indexes.
This part also analyse the morphology and the urban form.
There are photos and information about the buildings of historical center that were not completely changed.
Example of a building

The paramaters I’ve used are form, scale and texture. The thesis is made by databases and images of the architectonic and cultural heritage.

Example of architectonic and cultural heritage from Langa Astigiana Valle Bormida
The work is done in accordance to restrictions and exigencies of these places. The thesis shows lack of balances and needs. All these things are important for doing a plane, that it’s done starting from the local situation in accordance to resources of these places.
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